
2006 was another remarkable year for
European aerospace with a significant growth
in turnover and a high level of orders.
However, if such results are to continue,
Europe needs to demonstrate a real
determination to overcome weaknesses
inherent to its structure, with respect to the
following two points in particular: 

• in the past, investment in research and development paved the way to a
host of aerospace success stories but European industry will be unable to
sustain this position unless an adequate level of funding is maintained.;
this is even more worrying in the light of the subsidies accorded by the
United States government, distorting competition (and aggravating the
competitive handicap already evoked due to currency imbalance);

• enforced co-operation can work against efficiency but the Airbus
experiment – which proved that European industry could compete on
equal terms with Boeing – shows that this problem can be sidestepped if
a limit can be set on state involvement in product definition (this is
obviously easier in the civil arena) and industrial management (the
constrictive “fair return” principle). 
The space, military and civil aeronautics sectors, characterised by

differing levels and types of state involvement, will be analysed separately.
In the realm of space, states are active in research, programme

development and orders. In Europe, an absence of joint vision and ambition
in the past few years has been highlighted in the recent report of the French
Parliamentary Office for Evaluation of Scientific and Technological
Options (OPECST), entitled "European Space Policy: audacity or decline". 

Hopes for a revival of space activities through support from the European
Union have not come to pass. The Galileo programme, in which the EU
plays a significant role, is currently going through a critical phase because
of the difficulty of finding a concensus between the Commission and the
private sector on a credible economic operating model. This dissension is
aggravated by differences of opinion on the military use of the
governmental service provided by Galileo. The other programme involving
the European Union is the GMES initiative (Global Monitoring for
Environment and Security). Launched over six years ago, the few study
contracts, although interesting, are not enough to cast Europe in the role of
world leader, justified on a scientific and technological level: but then does
Europe really have the will for such an ambition? 

This situation has been caused by, on the one hand, insufficient funding,
with a staggering gap between European and US investment (a factor of 1
to 5 in the civil arena, and 1 to 20 in the military field) and, on the other, an
absence of shared ambition and too weak a mandate on the part of the
European Commission to push one through. The Space Council1 meeting of
22 May, for instance, merely proposes orientations, interesting in
themselves, but lacking specific funding proposals: hopefully the ESA
council2 at ministerial level, planned for 2008, will give the strong impulse
Europe so desperately needs. 

The American civil space programme announced in 2004 (return to the
Moon, manned exploration of planets in the solar system) has, on the
contrary, revitalised NASA;  although provoking a visible impact in China,
India and in Japan, there has been no noticeable reaction in Europe.

In the military field, the individual policies of different European states
stand in the way of joint achievements, and strong state involvement in the
decision-making process tends to have a negative effect on those that are
decided, with too great an emphasis being placed on national needs and
industrial management fettered by the fair return principle.

Co-operative programmes for fighter aircraft highlight these two
stumbling blocks, whether it is the unannounced participation in the
American programme JSF or the effectiveness of the Eurofighter as
compared with the Rafale. By limiting these effects, it is possible to achieve
useful military co-operation, as demonstrated by the following experiments
in the realm of: 
• missiles, with anti-tank, anti-radar, anti-ship missiles, Aster, Storm

Shadow and Meteor…;
• helicopters, with the NH-90;
• military transport aircraft, with the A400M;
• Uninhabited Combat Air Vehicles (UCAV), with the Neuron

demonstrator, launched jointly by seven European countries in 2005.
In the civil arena, the success of Airbus owes much to the technical

advances achieved within the framework of the Concorde programme,
which enabled Airbus to excel in terms of systems integration and flight
control design. This advantage has now worn off and Boeing has caught up
with, and perhaps overtaken Airbus with the 787. Europe can yet increase
its financial effort though: its research funding level falls far short of the 3%
of turnover provided for in agreements reached on the subject in 1992 (now
called into question by the United States). 

The American Administration is not shy of using this facility to fund
research at Boeing, and quite willing to go even further. To take the example
of the Sonic Cruiser: this transonic aircraft programme, although lacking
operational interest (Boeing eventually decided to abandon it in 2003) had
the advantage of falling outside the framework of the 1992 agreement, thus
enabling high-level funding of Boeing's engineering and design department
from 1999 to 2003 and the development of composites later applied to the
fuselage of the 787. 

The success of European Falcon business aircraft must also be
mentioned, despite an intensely competitive context caused by generous
support from the US administration for its American counterpart.

All these examples underline the need for a resolute, coordinated
European policy to maintain the current position of its industry. We should
not forget, as recalled by Jean-Paul Perrais in the following pages, that
European industry must also prepare for competition from Chinese industry.
With its new European dimension, the Academy can bring to bear its
experience, accessibility and independence on reflections on these subjects.
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Report of the month

In actual fact, a civil and military aircraft manufac-
turing industry has existed for over 50 years. But
given the recent surge in China’s economic develop-
ment, it is important to try to assess the current
situation of this industry in order to appraise the
risks of competition and grasp opportunities for
cooperation.
After the communist takeover in 1949, the Soviet
Union helped China to build up its military aeronau-
tics industry in return for its part in the defence of
the socialist bloc. The Soviets directly transplanted
their model which consisted of vast production
factories divorced from their design offices. For
strategic reasons, these factories were often set up in
isolated regions. Veritable towns grew up around
them, catering for all the workers immediate needs:
housing estates, schools, hospitals, leisure centres,
etc. The factory manager was in charge “from the
cradle to the tomb”, under the stern surveillance of
the Party.
The Cultural Revolution had little impact on the
space sector, since the NLA (National Liberation
Army) insisted on maintaining its nuclear dissuasion,
but it did affect the higher echelons of the aircraft
manufacturing industry, who were often sent to the
rice fields for “retraining sessions”. This unfortunate
episode put back modernisation of the sector by at
least 10 years. However, relations had already begun
with western industry in the early 1970s with the sale
of Aerospatiale’s Super Frelon helicopters and
British Trident trijets and Boeing 707s to the CAAC
(Civil Aviation Administration of China), and with
the licensing of the Spey jet engine.
As the country started to open up in the early 1980s,
under the impulse of Deng Xiaoping, commercial
links with the West proliferated with an ever increa-
sing demand for civil aircraft to replace inferior
Soviet counterparts and consequent compensatory
sub-contracting agreements. 
Likewise, as China gradually abandoned its rigid,
Marxist economy, aircraft factories had to deal with a
growing funding shortfall with which to ensure the
survival of their immense socio-industrial complexes.
As a result, they started to diversify their activities to

such an extent that most of their
revenue came from their many non-
aeronautic activities. Their demands for
some form of compensation for their
purchases of soviet military aircraft and
Western civil aircraft intensified.
So-called “centralised planning” did
not in fact ensure proper coordination
between industrial centres, which
remained independent, leading to
chaotic internal competition.
A determined attempt was made to
modernise these factories – partly to
match Western contractors’ demands
in terms of quality – but industrial
implementation was sluggish and often
disappointing.
In 1999, an important reform of the
aerospace and defence industry was
initiated. The sector, previously admi-
nistered by the NLA, was handed over
to the COSTIND (Commission of
Science, Technology and Industry for
National Defence), an organisation
which had recently entered the civil
domain and answered directly to the
government.
The different aeronautics establish-
ments (design offices, research and test
centres, factories) were headed by
AVIC (Aviation Industry of China),
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divided into AVIC I and AVIC II.
However, although rationalisation
plans have regularly been advocated,
their respective roles are still not clear,
with each producing civil and military
equipment and AVIC II developing
aircraft and helicopters. On top of that,
attempts to cut back surplus personnel
are painstakingly slow and activities
remain spread over too many establish-
ments, jealous of their prerogatives. 
Numerous non-aeronautical activities
have been maintained and constitute
an indispensable source of funding
since the government’s refusal to carry
on ensuring total financial support for
firms.
Many programmes are carried out by
these AVIC companies, but most are
either outdated or adaptations of
Soviet aircraft. The process of deve-
lopment is slow and when a series is
launched, the production rate is low.
Here is a list of the main programmes
in 2007.

FIGHTER PLANES
Chengdu Aircraft (AVIC I) produced
the F7, a derivative of the MiG-21
fighter, and, with Pakistan, derived
from it the FC1 (or JF17), a fighter of
the American F-16 class. But this
programme has been delayed and
projected sales to Pakistan (which is
planning to purchase 150 planes) will
have to contend with Russian reluc-
tance to export its Klimov engine to
this country).
Chengdu also produces the J10, a
fighter-bomber designed in the early
1980s, which came into service in
2005. It too is equipped with Russian
engines and electronic flight controls.
Russia and Israel both supplied
technical help. 
Shenyang Aircraft (AVIC I), after pro-
ducing the F8 (of which roughly 100
are in service in China) obtained a
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AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN CHINA

In the space of two decades, China has become the world’s main
manufacturing power: the “global workshop”. After achieving supremacy in
the production of simpler articles such as toys, textiles, electrical and
electronic goods, its industrial base is now broadening to include more
sophisticated sectors, including automobile and computer manufacturing
and the shipbuilding industry.

China’s ARJ21 programme (regional 90-seater twinjet),
currently in developmental stage

Competition or cooperation?



licence to manufacture the Sukhoi 27
(J11 according to Chinese termino-
logy), bought by the Chinese, with a
Russian engine.
Two training aircraft are in direct
competition for an order from the
Chinese Air Force: the FTC2000 from
Guizhou Aircraft (AVIC I) and the L15
(derived from the Yak 40) from Hongdu
Aviation (AVIC II, which also manufac-
turers the K8, a training aircraft derived
from the British Hawk, which has
obtained some foreign sales).

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
For close on 25 years, Xi’an Aircraft
has pursued derivations of the
Antonov 24, a 50-seater twin-
turboprop: first of all the Y7, a
hundred of which are reported to have
been produced between 1985 and
1995, then the MA60, powered by
Pratt & Whitney Canada’s PW127J.
Unpopular with Chinese airlines, these
aircraft have had some success abroad
(particularly in Africa).
Shaanxi Aircraft (AVIC I) produces
the Y8, derived from the four engine
turboprop Antonov 12, for the Chinese
postal services, and its derivative the
Y9, an updated version of the Y8.
Alongside such laborious efforts to
adapt Russian and Ukrainian models,
some attempts have been made at final
assembly of Western aircraft:
• in the 1970s, a Chinese version of

the Boeing 707 (renamed Y6) was
produced but the project was
shelved after the construction of two
prototypes (one of which was said to
have been involved in an accident);

• in the early 1990s, a final assembly
line for the MD-90 was set up in
Shanghai (first “trunk liner”
programme) and thirty or so aircraft
were launched, with parts coming
from the US. A few aircraft were
subsequently put into operation on
Chinese airlines before the line folded;

• in 2002, a final assembly line was
created at Harbin for regional
Embraer 135/145/170 jets, the parts
coming initially from Brazil. Since
2004 a dozen aircraft have been
delivered and this line’s activity,
supplemented by Chinese orders,
would appear to be viable. 

Particular attention must be paid to the
ARJ21 programme (regional 90-seater
twinjet), currently in developmental
stage, for two reasons:
• it is an original programme and not a

derivative of a foreign model;

• for the first time, AVIC 1 companies
(Shanghai, Xi’an, Chengdu,
Shenyang) are coordinating properly
under the control of a specific body.

Despite a three-year delay with regard
to the initial calendar, caused by hesi-
tations as to its definition, the
programme should be in operation by
late 2009/early 2010. It will be
difficult to make a commercial break-
through though in this slot which is
already occupied by Bombardier and
Embraer, with the Sukhoi Superjet 100
arriving on the market before the
ARJ21. In addition, Chinese airlines
do not appreciate being bulldozed into
buying national aircraft.
Helicopters deserve a special mention.
A high level of cooperation has grown
up with Aerospatiale’s Helicopter
division, now called Eurocopter (EC)
including:
• the sale of Super Frelons (renamed

Z8s) in the early 1970s;
• the licensing of the Dauphin

(renamed Z9) in 1980, which was
built in Harbin and gave rise to
several derivative versions;

• cooperation on the light helicopter
EC120;

• a derivative of the Ecureuil, the Z11,
thirty of which are in operation in
the NLA;

• a cooperative agreement, signed in
2006, on the EC175 (7 tonnes),
called Z15 in China;

• Eurocopter’s acquisition in late 2005
of a 5% stake in AviChina (a
subsidiary of AVIC II).

A cooperative venture was launched
with Agusta-Westland on the Z10
(5.5 tonnes) with participation from
Eurocopter.
Aside from these programmes and
manufacturing programmes under
licence, subcontracting orders (mainly
of aircraft parts) have been keeping
factories turning since the end of the
1970s.
Boeing was one of the first to offer a
comeback on the purchase of its
planes. It delegated production of
certain simple components (more than
1,000 737 vertical stabilisers along
with doors, wing parts and fuselage
elements). Chinese suppliers are
reputedly the single source of the parts
they manufacture for the 787.
Airbus followed suite more gradually:
beginning with doors (in 1985), it went
on to hand over production of A320
wings parts, and then in 1998, set up
the stages of a manufacturing

programme for the full A320 wing box, which
should soon be completed. A final assembly line for
the A319/32020 should be set up in Tianjin and turn
out aircraft from 2008, reaching the rate of four
planes a month by 2011.
In late 2004, Airbus also set up an engineering
centre in Beijing which will have the task of develo-
ping future products, in particular for the A350.
ATR has been subcontracting ATR42 wing boxes
and rear fuselages since 1986.
Bombardier, Embraer, Dassault and others have also
set up subcontracting agreements.
After years of training in Western production
methods and quality standards, Chinese factories are
now capable of turning out products of an acceptable
quality. But for the moment, despite a monetary
situation that is favourable to China, it cannot really
be considered a “low-cost” country in terms of
aircraft production for the following reasons:
• a lack of experienced workforce means that the

launch of new products is laborious and managing
these changes calls for costly assistance
(expatriates, specific documents), despite the use
of ultra modern equipment (state of the art
machinery);

• adapting the rate of production has proved
difficult, making the “lean manufacturing”
concept unfeasible and the idea of single source
production highly risky, and obliging managers to
keep an extremely close eye on deadlines;

• many aircraft parts are anyway now produced in
highly automated factories, leading to a low ratio
of labour costs to overall costs.

For the past few years, China has also been trying to
promote its aircraft engine industry. Russian turbo-
props and jet engines have been copied, derivations
produced, licences have sometimes been obtained
(Rolls Royce’s Spey, Turbomeca’s Arriel I), but for
the moment few reliable engines have resulted from
these efforts.

Assembly line of the K8 training aircraft
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International engine manufacturers do
contract out certain engine parts,
sometimes in joint ventures with their
Chinese equivalents.

CONCLUSION
It is apparent, therefore, that, despite
considerable experience in the area,
the Chinese aircraft industry has still
not succeeded in shaking off its
cumbersome Soviet heritage in many
of its activities.
For the moment, relocation of produc-
tion is not dictated by economic consi-

derations but is inevitable for political
and commercial reasons.
Current Chinese programmes remain
highly dependent on Western engine
and equipment manufacturers and do
not constitute a serious commercial
threat in the area of exports, except
towards certain hot spots (where any
sale of arms is dangerous).
In the medium term (10 years or so),
new executives should emerge,
trained in western methods and
concepts; this, combined with the
considerable investment China is

ploughing into R&D in general should accelerate
modernisation of the industry.
We will be able to monitor this in part by
keeping a careful eye on the evolution of certain
programmes (ARJ21 and FC1 fighter, for
instance). When this modernisation is complete,
a real competitor will surface, one we will have
to face up to, preferably without having made
their task easier through uncontrolled techno-
logy transfers without any real return. If, on the
other hand, the Chinese acknowledge that globa-
lisation leads to interdependence, a balanced and
fruitful cooperation could develop, at least in the
civil aeronautics sector.
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Work in progress in
the commissions
The Space commission is pursuing
its reflections through a working
group set up jointly with AAAF,
chaired by Academy member Joerg
Feustel Büechl, which will look into
the “Possible role for Europe in space
exploration”. A report is planned for
the end of the year.
The Defence commission is a
transverse commission, involving
several sections. It aims to look into
problems linked to defence in general,
to observe geostrategic changes and

to draw up studies on subjects clearly
identified as falling within the sphere
of defence. Its vocation includes
European defence issues. This
commission plans to study the
increased “militarisation” of Space
with the aim of publishing a
recommendations dossier on this
sensitive subject in the second part of
2008.
The "Europe" commission is
responsible for the Academy's
relations with European bodies
(Commission, Parliament, industrial,
legal and research groups, etc.). It was
officially established in April in a
meeting held in Paris.

Paris air show
18-23 June 2007 

This year the Academy will be
present at two different stands at this
prestigious airshow held at Le
Bourget: the GIFAS stand, in the
Rotonde, and the AAAF stand.
Academy members will be manning
these two stands throughout the show.

Claude
BECHET
Secretary
general of the
Academy,
former Air
France
Captain

Lectures
A lecture cycle, inspired by the one organised by
the Academy at the Mediathèque, and soon the
Cité de l'Espace, in Toulouse, has been set up at
the Paris Palais de la Découverte. The first event
in the Paris cycle will take the form of an
afternoon of talks on the theme "Space exploration
in the 21st century". It will take place on 27 June
2007. 
To take part, please book in advance on the
following website: espace@palais-decouverte.fr.

Session
The most recent Academy session was held in the
European Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESA/ESTEC) in Noordwijk, Netherlands, on 26
and 27 April. It gave rise to a visit of this eminent
establishment (in which some 2,000 engineers and
scientists from as many as thirty countries work
together) whose activities are focused on the
following main areas:
• design, preparation and management of space

projects;
• technical support;
• technological research;
• integration and trials of large satellites;
• preparation of European manned flights.

Serge Boudigues passed away
unexpectedly on 26 January 2007 in his
84th year. Nothing prepared us for his
departure, in particular those who had
the chance to meet him during his visits
to the fifth floor of the ONERA
Châtillon building. His last visit had
taken place just before Christmas 2006
and everyone present could see that the
years had in no way affected his
intellectual abilities and joviality. This
homage is aimed not only at outlining
Serge Boudigues' remarkable career but
also at evoking his exceptional character.

Born in Abzac (Gironde) on September
11, 1923, Serge Boudigues pursued his
secondary schooling at Auch before
entering the Paris Ecole Centrale, from
which he graduated in 1947. The longest
part of his career then began in Snecma,
where he finished Chief Technical
Officer before joining ONERA in 1979,
taking over from his friend Marcel
Barrère as Scientific Director of
Energetics. 

Serge Boudigues' expertise in the field
of turboshaft engines, acquired in
Snecma, was unanimously recognised by
the aeronautics community and,
according to his own admission, the

design and development of the M53
turbojet was his main life's work. This
unique knowledge benefited many
generations of students: Serge
Boudigues was professor at SupAéro
from 1953 to 1979, at the University of
Liege from 1964 to 1989 and with the
CNAM from 1969 to 1989; his
experience went into various works
including “Turbojets” (Dunod, 1970)
and several editions of “Initiation to
thermopropulsion” (ENSAé). 

At ONERA, and after his retirement, he
pursued studies into innovating
concepts, notably the use of the gas
turbine for automobiles (AGATA
project) and the overexpansion turbine.
The eminent technical and scientific
qualities of Serge Boudigues were
recognised by distinctions such as the
National Order of Merit and the Order of
the Crown (Belgium), by his nomination
as Emeritus member of the French
Association of Aeronautics and of
Astronautics and by his election to the
Air and Space Academy as
Correspondent then Honorary Member.

Those who had the privilege to work at
his side at ONERA fully appreciated
both his professional and human

qualities. Attracted by innovation and at
the same time interested in applications,
Serge Boudigues successfully
transmitted his passions to his
collaborators and spurred them on to
concrete achievements. He effortlessly
reconciled the fact of belonging to a
hierarchy with a somewhat rebellious
nature, summing up this apparent
contradiction as follows: “One can be
opposed to a system and fight it, but it is
advisable to apply it as long as one has
not succeeded in eliminating it”. He
liked to be involved in technological
work and regularly visited the design
bureaux; very attentive to human
problems he could resolve them with
tact and understanding. He was a
remarkable storyteller and enjoyed
evoking his voyages to Australia and
India as commercial ambassador for the
Mirage aircraft, as well as his swimming
exploits, with meridional panache.

An impassioned, warm-hearted man
and an exceptional technologist, who
contributed to lasting progress in the
French aerospace industry, Serge
Boudigues will remain in our memory.

Paul Kuentzmann 
ONERA, Air and Space Academy

Homage to Serge Boudigues



COLLOQUIA
Aviation Accidents: Legal Expert Opinion
6-7 June 2007, DGAC Paris
The Air and Space Academy is organising a
colloquium on this topical theme because of
recent accidents and the ensuing inquiries. 

A Hundred Years of Space 1957-2007-2057
Paris, Oct/Nov. 2007 (to be confirmed)
This colloquium, organised by the Air and Space
Academy, AAAF, the Aéro-Club de France and
the Institut français d’histoire de l’espace, is
designed to raise public awareness as to space
activities and their applications and spin-offs in
daily life.

Risktaking
4-6 February 2008, Toulouse 
This colloquium, organised by the Academy, aims
to take stock of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the precautionary principal; it will endea-
vour to reawaken the taste for action, innovation
and creativity on the part of young people, in
various different fields: medicine, nuclear energy,
sports, defence, aerospace.

for your diary

PUBLIC LECTURES
Lecture cycle d’Air et d’Espace, 6 pm, in

French, at the Médiathèque J. Cabanis, Toulouse 

Tuesday 29 May 2007 
HELICOPTERS: SAVING LIVES

Jean-Pierre Dubreuil, Air and Space Academy

Tuesday 26 June 2007
FUTURE AIRPORTS

Claude Terrazzoni, Toulouse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Air and Space Academy,

and Jean-Michel Vernhes, Toulouse Blagnac
Airport

Tuesday 18 September 2007
ASTEROIDS

Alessandro Morbidelli, Observatoire Côte d’Azur  

SCIENTIFIC AND FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE GALILEO PROGRAMME
1-4 October 2007, Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse, France 

An international colloquium on
fundamental aspects and scientific
applications of Galileo and GNSS will be
held in Toulouse in October 2007. 
ESA, the Air and Space Academy and the
Cité de l’Espace are the main organisers of
this colloquium which is intended to
contribute to the celebrations of the 50th

anniversary of the launch of Sputnik. 
The colloquium will address three major
issues: 
• The fundamental aspects of

navigation by satellites and Galileo:
geodetic and temporal reference frames,
relativistic frame, on board and ground
clocks, orbits, radiation environment in
orbit, inter-satellite links, fundamental
aspects of propagation, tropospheric and
ionospheric corrections, calibration and
validation, relations with international
organisations. 

• Scientific applications in meteorology,
geodesy, geophysics, space physics,
oceanography, land surface and
ecosystem studies, using either direct or
reflected signals; differential

measurements, phase measurements,
occultation measurements - using
receivers placed on the ground, in
airplanes or in scientific satellites. 

• Scientific developments in physics and
dealing with future systems, particularly
in testing fundamental laws, in
astronomy, in quantum communication,
and in developing clocks or experiments
based on GNSS. 

The colloquium is intended to bring
together leading members of the European
scientific community and their international
partners. One of its aims is to propose to
Galileo partners means of enhancing the
scientific use of Galileo and to contribute to
GNSS development based on scientific
approaches. 
Sponsors: Air and Space Academy, ESA,
Cité de l’espace, COSPAR. 
Patrons: Observatoire de la Cóte d’Azur,
CNES, Observatoire de Paris, Académie de
marine, Bureau des longitudes, IAG, IGS,
URSI. 
For more information or to register:
http://www.congrex.nl/07a06
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SPACE EXPLORATION IN THE 21st CENTURY
Afternoon of lectures presented in French by

Academy members followed by discussion
27 June 2007 (2-6 pm) at the Palais de la

Découverte (espace@palais-decouverte.fr)

Return to the Moon
Jacques Villain, Institut français 

d’histoire de l’Espace
On our way to Mars?

Michel Tognini, ESA
In search of new worlds: the COROT satellite

Sylvie Vauclair, Observatoire de Toulouse

Plenary sessions, with invited speakers, will
alternate with parallel sessions as follows (times to
be confirmed):
Monday 1 October (half-day)
12 am Registration and lunch
2 pm Plenary session, with invited speakers and

introductory speeches 
Tuesday 2 October
8.30 am Plenary session with invited speaker
9.20 am Metrology 1: clocks and time 

Physics 1: relativity
2 pm Earth sciences 1

Physics 2: gravitation
6 pm Reception
Wednesday 3 October
8.30 am Plenary session with invited speaker
9.20 am Metrology 2: reference frames 

Earth sciences 2
2 pm Earth sciences 3

Metrology 3: communication
5 pm Round table
8 pm Conference dinner
Thursday 4 October (half-day)
9 am Physics 3: quantum mechanics

Earth sciences 4
1 pm Final lunch followed by visit

p r o g r a m m e
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3rd US-European Competition and
Workshop on Micro Air Vehicles and
7th European Micro Air Vehicle
Conference and Flight Competition
18-21 September 2007, Toulouse
The Academy is supporting this event
organised by the Institut supérieur de
l’aéronautique et de l’espace. For more
information: www.mav07.org


